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� Introduction

A multidimensional approach which unies extrusion� sweeping and a subclass

of o�set and Minkowski sums is given in this paper
 This approach is given

for linear� non regular and non manifold d�polyhedra embedded in a Euclidean

n�space


The addressed operations are useful in several areas of CAD�CAM and robotics


Extrusion is used to generate �D models from �D sections
 Sweeping is used to

generate curves� surfaces and solids by moving points� curves� surfaces or solids

along given paths
 Minkowski sum is referred to when planning collision�free mo�

tion of vehicles among obstacles
 The subclass of o�set operations studied here

allows one to automatically generate solid models of buildings from polygon and

wire�frame models


To this purpose a construction is introduced� which is based on the repeated

execution of the Cartesian product of a point�set in En times a unit interval�

followed by a proper shearing
 The partial or nal results of a suitable sequence

of such intermediate operations are projected back into En


In particular� extrusion is here dened as the Cartesian product of a polyhe�

dral point�set A times the unit interval ��� �� � E
 Sweeping is dened as the

union of joins of corresponding points in a polyhedral point�set and in its trans�

lated image
 An alternative denition of sweeping is introduced as the Minkowski

sum with an interval
 It is shown that sweeping can be computed as a compo�

sition of extrusion� shearing and projection
 If a convex n�cell K is computable

as a succession of sweeps from a single point� then the Minkowski sum of any

d�polyhedron A with K can be computed by applying the same sweeps to A


An orthogonal o�set operator is dened as the Minkowski sum of a polyhedral

point�set with a hyper�rectangle
 A constructive denition of o�set is given as

the composition of suitable sweeps


The present approach is limited to polyhedral domains� but it can be used

with polyhedral complexes of any dimension d� with � � d � n �for any n� even

bigger than ��
 Such point�sets may be both solid and embedded� non regular

and non manifold


The operations considered and some of their parental relationships are not

new
 For example� the Minkowski sum of �D polygons is referred by Schwartz

and Sharir ��� to the early work of Lozano�Perez and Wesley ���
 The novelty of
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the present approach relies on its close integration in a multidimensional com�

puting environment
 Among the ideas which made this approach possible� the

representation of a point�set by a covering with convex cells ��� �� ��� the rep�

resentation of a convex set as intersection of halfspaces ���� no representation of

topology ���� amultidimensional approach to both data structures and algorithms�

and a functional geometric environment ���
 No topology representation implies

simplicity� e�ciency and robustness� beyond easy dimension�independence


� Background

According to the standard usage in modeling and graphics� normalized homoge�

neous coordinates �x�� x�� � � � xn� are used� where x� � �� to represent any point

p � En


Convex set A non�empty subset K of En is said to be convex if �x� ��� a�y

is in K for whatever x� y � K and � � � � �
 The convex set �x� y� is called

the line segment joining x and y
 Each convex set can be generated as a nite

intersection of halfspaces
 The dimension d of a convex set K is the dimension

of the smallest �at containing K


Polyhedron Polyhedra can be represented as coverings with convex sets
 The

polyhedra we deal with are non�convex� non�regular �i
e
 may have parts of dif�

ferent dimension�� non�connected and non�manifold
 Any polyhedral point�set

A � En can be written as
S

iKi� where fKig is a collection of relatively closed

convex sets in En� called cells
 The dimension d of a polyhedron is the maxi�

mum dimension of its convex cells
 The set of polyhedra of dimension d in En is

denoted as Pd�n


Product of polyhedra Polyhedral sets can be multiplied by pairwise cartesian

product of their cells
 IfA� �
S

iKi andA� �
S

j Kj � withKi � En andKj � Em�

then

A� �A� �
�
i�j

�Ki �Kj�� where A� �A� � En�m�

�



Extrusion The unary extrusion operation is dened as the Cartesian product

of a point�set times the unit interval ��� �� � E�

Extr � En � En�� �

A �
�
i

Ki �� Extr�A� �
�
i

�Ki � ��� ����

Shearing The shearing is dened as a special linear transformation H of En


The matrix representing such a transformation in a suitable basis di�ers from the

unit matrix only for one column


A shearing transformation produces a special deformation of the space which

is applied to� considered as a bundle of hyperplanes parallel to a coordinate

subspace of dimension n � �
 Under the shearing such coordinate subspace �let

xn � �� is xed� whereas all the parallel hyperplanes are translated linearly with

xn


A shearing transformation along the xn coordinate is represented as a �n �

�� � �n� �� matrix with the following structure�

Hv �

�
����������

� � � � � � �

� � � � � � v�










 
 











� � � � � � vn��

� � � � � � �

�
����������

The matrix depends on a vector v � �v�� � � � � vn��� � 	n��� which represents the

translation acting on the points of the hyperplane xn � �
 The application of the

shearing Hv to the point�set A is denoted as Hv�A�


Projection A projection �r is here dened as a linear operator �r � En � En�r

which maps a polyhedron A �
S

iKi� into a polyhedron �r�A� �
S
i�

r�Ki�� where

each �r�Ki� is the convex hull of the projected vertices of Ki


� Uni�ed approach

The Minkowski sum is usually dened ��� ��� between convex sets in a vector

space� so producing a location of the result which is di�erent from that of both

�



arguments
 The denition in a Euclidean space given here follows ��� and ���� and

produces a �grown� version of the rst argument


De�nition � �Minkowski sum	 Consider a polyhedron A �
S
Ai� where Ai

are convex cells� and another convex K� Choose a point o � K as the origin for

a support vector space 	n� Let x � a� o and y � k � o be the vectors spanning

Ai and K� respectively� For each convex cell Ai� consider the set

Ai �K � fo� �a� k� j a � Ai� k � Kg�

where a� k � x� y is the vector �Minkowski� di�erence of the spanning vectors

x and y� The polyhedron obtained as the union of the expanded sets Ai � K is

called the Minkowski sum of A with the convex K�

A�K � �
iAi� �K � 
i �Ai �K�

Notice that polyhedra are dened as point�sets in an Euclidean space En�

while the di�erence of two points gives a vector in the underlying vector space�

and the sum of a point and a vector gives a point


In the following� it is supposed that an origin has been chosen once for all� in

order to identify the Euclidean space and the associated vector space


De�nition 
 �Sweeping	 The sweeping operation may be de�ned as the Minkowski

sum of a polyhedral point�set A and the interval ��� v�

Sweep�v� � En � En � A �� A� ��� v��

If the set of vectors fv�� v�� � � � vkg is linearly independent� then the setPk
i����� vi�

is called the parallelotope spanned by those vectors


Let denote ��vi��� vi��� as �vi�
 If Vm � fv�� v�� � � � vmg is any set of m vectors�

then the set �Vm� �
P

Vm
�vi� is called the zonotope spanned by the vi
 Any

zonotope is symmetric� i
e
� if w � �Vm�� then �w � �Vm�
 This justies the

following denition


De�nition � �O�set	 The O�set operator can be de�ned as the Minkowski sum

of a polyhedral point�set A with a zonotope �Vn��

A special interesting case� with applications to building design� is when Vn con�

stitutes an orthogonal basis
 By the associative property of Minkowski sum a

�



constructive denition of the o�set operator can be given as the composition of

�n suitable sweeps�

A��Vm� � �Sweep��vm����Sweep�vm���� � � � �Sweep��v�����Sweep�v������A�

� Algorithms

The Minkowski sum with an interval� i
e
 a sweeping in En� is reduced to com�

puting a product times the unit interval� to an a�ne transformation in En�� and

to a projection from En�� to En
 The Minkowski sum with either a parallelotope

or a zonotope generated by m vectors is reduced to a succession of m products

�each associated with an a�ne transformation� and nally to a single projection

from En�m to En


Proposition� The Minkowski sum with an interval ��� v� can be computed as

the composition of extrusion� shearing and projection operators�

A � ��� v� � �� �Hv � Extr��A� ���

Proposition� A succession of m sweeps is equivalent to the alternate composi�

tion of m extrusions and shearings� followed by a projection �m�

Sweep�vn� � � � � � Sweep�v�� � �n � �Hsn � Extr� � � � � � �Hs� � Extr�

where the shearing vectors si are derived by the sweeping vectors vi by adding

one more �zero� coordinate at a time�

s� � v�� si�k � vi � f�gk

Proposition� If a convex cell K is computable by sweeps from a single point�

i
e
 if

K � �Sweep�rm� � � � � � Sweep�r����p�� p � En�

then the Minkowski sum A �K of any polyhedron A with K can be computed

by applying the same sweeps to A
 More formally�

A�K � �Sweep�rm� � � � � � Sweep�r����A�

�



� Examples

Example �� �Extrusion and shearing�

Let A � �I�� with I� � ��� ��� ��� �� � E�� Notice that �I� � P���� The result

of the application of a shearing Hv � H����� ���� to the point�set Extr�A� �

��I��� I is shown in Figure 	�

Figure �� Extruded and sheared

object H����� ������I� � I�


Figure �� Covering with con�

vex cells of the point�set

Sweep����� ������I��


Example �
 �Sweeping�

A simple example of sweeping can be given by applying the composite operator

shown in Formula �	� to the point�set A � �I�� Let the translation vector t be

equal to ����� ����� The swept object Sweept�A�� computed as �i �H�t� � Extr��A�
is shown in Figure 
�

Example �� �Multiple sweeping�

A more interesting example can be given by �rst generating a 
D polyhedral

complex embedded in �D and then by repeatedly sweeping it in �D� Let suppose

that

B � A 
 T �A��

where A � �I� � ��� ���� and T is a translation of E� with translation vector

t � ��� �� ��� Let compute the �D object de�ned as�

�Sweep�v�� � Sweep�v�� � Sweep�v����B�

�



where v� � ������ ���� ��� v� � ����� �� �� and v� � ��� ���� ����� Both the partial

and the �nal results of the computation performed using Formula �	� are shown

in Figure ��

Figure �� �a� Polyhedral ��complex B � A 
 T �A�
 �b� Polyhedral ��

complex C � Sweep������ ���� ���B�
 �c� Polyhedral ��complex D �

Sweep����� �� ���C�
 �d� Polyhedral ��complex E � Sweep��� ���� �����D�


Example �� �O�set� Let �� be the ��dimensional simplex� i�e� the convex

combination of points ��� ��� ��� ��� and ��� ��� So we have �� � P����� and

��� � P������ In Figure � we show O�set�r������ and O�set�r������ derived

by sweeping ��� and �� with sweeping vector r � ����� ����� respectively�

1.0

1.0 1.2

1.2

1.0

1.0 1.2

1.2

Figure �� O�set objects O�set����� ��������� and O�set����� ��������


Example � �O�set� A more interesting example of o�set is given by develop�

ing a ��complex in E�� which models the vertical walls of a simple house� and by

o�setting it� Both the starting complex and the o�setted �D result are shown in

Figure �

Example �� �O�set with orthogonal parallelotope� A Minkowski sum with the

cuboid of extreme point ����� ���� ���� is given starting from the ��complex B in

E� shown in Figure �a� The �solid� result is in Figure �b�
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Figure �� �a� ��complex A in E�


�b� ��complex O�set����� �����A�


Figure �� �a� ��complex

B in E�
 �b� ��complex

O�set����� ���� �����B�


Example �� �O�set�

r
1

r
2

r
3

Figure �� Tre three sweeping vectors which generate the hexagonal ��cell

shown in the last picture


In this example we generate a convex 
�cell B and then apply a Minkowski

sum with it both to a 
�complex A and to a 	�complex �A� The convex B is

generated starting from ��� �� as follows� The generation process is graphically

shown in Figure ��

B �

�
Sweep

�
��

�
��

p
�

�

	
� Sweep

�
��

�
�

p
�

�

	
� Sweep��� ��

	
��� ��

A polyhedral ��complex A is then de�ned as I��K�� where the minus denotes

a Boolean subtraction� and I � ��� ��� K � ����� ��� The results of computing the

expressions A � B and �A � B with this approach are shown in Figure �� In

Figure � an assembly of extruded instances of the grown complexes corresponding

respectively to the ��complex A and to its ��skeleton and boundary is shown�

	 Analysis

This approach is e�cient
 If the convex cells are represented as the collection of a

bounded number of intersecting halfspaces� then the Cartesian product ��� times

an interval is O�m� in time and space� where m is the number of convex cells in

��



Figure �� �a� The result of the operation A � B� with A � I� � K�


Notice that there are two convex cells in A
 �b� The result of �A�B


Figure �� �a� Several wire�frame projections of the assembly of extruded

complexes obtained as Minkowski sums for an hexagonal cell
 �b� VRML

image of the same assembly
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the input
 In fact if a cell has representation of bounded size n� after the product

by an interval its representation has size n� � and is bounded also


The shearing is linear in the size of the representation
 The projection of

convex cells is more costly� but the size of cells is bounded
 Actually the cost

is that of computing the convex hull of projected cell vertices
 This may imply

the computation of vertices starting from face inequalities� and the number of

vertices grows exponentially with the number of extrusions
 A better approach is

to directly project the face inequalities using the Fourier�Motzkin algorithm ���


As a consequence� each linear sweep is O�cm�� where c is the cost of the

projection of the bounded cell� so that the A�K Minkowski sum in En is O�cpm��

where m is the cell number of A and p is the number of sweeps needed to generate

the convex K
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APPENDIX
 Implementation

The complete implementation of the approach discussed in this paper is given here

using the PLaSM geometric language ���
 The OffSet operator is here implemented

as a sum with an orthogonal parallelotope with extreme vertices � and v


First some utility functions are given� followed by the implementation of the

discussed operators
 Primitive functions in the language are written with capital

letters


The interested reader is referred to the web pages at URL

http���monge�inf�uniroma��it�Plasm�plasm��html

DEF IsVect � ISSEQOF�ISREAL�

DEF IsMat � AND � �ISSEQOF�IsVect� EQ � AA�LEN��

DEF IsSqrMat � AND � �IsMat� EQ � �LEN� LEN � s����

DEF vet	mat � 
AA�AA��� � AA�TRANS � DISTR � �IDNT�LEN� ID��

DEF Scaling 
s��ISREAL� 
v��IsVect� � 
AA�� � DISTL��s�v��

DEF Q � QUOTE � IF�IsSeq�ID�LIST��

DEF MatHom 
m��IsSqrMat� � AL� firstRow� 
AA�AL � DISTL����m� �

WHERE

��



firstRow � AL�����
LEN�m����

END�

DEF IDNT 
n��ISINTPOS� � 
AA � AA��Kroneker�
CartProd����n����n��

WHERE

Kroneker � IF�EQ� K��� K����

CartProd � AA�DISTL � DISTR

END�

DEF ExtrAndShear 
v��IsVect� 
pol��ISPOL� � Shear�v�
pol � QUOTE�����

DEF Shear 
v��IsVect� �


MAT � MatHom � TRANS � AR � �ButLast�IDNT�LEN� ID� � AR��v���

WHERE

ButLast � Reverse�TAIL�Reverse

END�

DEF MultipleExtr 
v��IsVect� �


COMP � AA�ExtrAndShear � REVERSE � AppendZeros � vet	mat��v�

DEF AppendZeros 
m��IsSqrMat� � 
AA�CAT � TRANS � �ID� GenerateZeroSeqs��� m

WHERE

GenerateZeroSeqs � AL � � K��� APPLY��

CONS � AA�� � FROMTO � �K��� ���LEN�K����� K�� � �

END�

DEF Project 
n��ISINT�
pol��ISPOL� �


MKPOL � �AA�CutCoords�S�� S	� S�� � UKPOL��pol

WHERE

CutCoords � Reverse�
COMP�
��n�TAIL���Reverse

END�

DEF Sweep 
v��IsVect�
pol��ISPOL� � 
Project�� � ExtrAndShear�v��pol�

DEF OffSet 
v��IsVect�
pol��ISPOL� � 
Project�
LEN�v� � MultipleExtr�v��pol�

DEF Minkowsky 
vects��ISSEQOF�IsVect�
p��ISPOL� � 
COMP � AA�Sweep��vects�p�

��


